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The unthinkable has happened. After two years of swirling rumors, Netflix has made it official: The Office is officially leaving Netflix on December 31, 2020. Michael Scott sums up our feelings best: It's simply beyond words, it's erratic. And, in the words of the one and only Kelly Kapoor: I have many questions. Number one, how dare you?
While this is a huge disappointment for The Office fans, the show doesn't completely leave the streaming world. Starting in the new year, you can stream The Office on Peacock, the new streaming service from NBCUniversal. It makes sense, really: NBCUniversal owns the streaming rights to The Office, so it's really theirs to take. In fact,
this can be more cost-effective for you. Peacock has three levels, all in price and programming choices: Peacock is completely free and comes with over 13,000 hours of programming. Peacock Premium is $4.99/month and has over 20,000 hours of programming, including a variety of movies, TV shows and live TV. Peacock Premium
Plus is $9.99/month and has over 20,000 hours of programming (same as Peacock Premium) without ads. You also have the option to sign up for a free seven-day trial so you can test out Peacock before you make the plunge. At this point, it is unclear what level the Office will fall into. We're hopeful, though: Parks and Recreation, which
was also started up on Netflix for Peacock, is in free. Meanwhile, the best option is to overseive The Office throughout December long, just in case it comes with a price next year. Or you can buy the DVD set on Amazon, so you never have to rely on a streaming service to get your Dunder Mifflin fix again. This content is created and
maintained by a third party and imported into this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.io Last Updated May 8, 2017. Meeting statements are considered a legal document, so when you write them, strive for clarity and consistency of tone.
Because minutes are a permanent overview of the meeting, be sure to proofread them well before sending. It is advisable to run them by a supervisor or experienced participant to ensure that statements and information are accurately captured. The best meeting minutes takers are cautious listeners, fast typists, and are sufficiently
familiar with meeting topics and participants. The note sticker must have a firm enough understanding of the subject in order to distinguish the important points from the noise of what can be long, drawn-out discussions. Also most importantly, note taker should not simultaneously lead and take notes. (If you're ever asked to do so, decline.)
The following are some step-by-step tips for effectively writing meeting minutes.1. Develop an AgendaWork with the Chairman or Chairman to develop a detailed agenda. Meetings arise for a reason, and the problems to be and decided to be listed to notify participants. Work with the notice to draw up an agenda that allocates times to
each topic to keep the meeting going and make sure the group has enough time to consider all the elements. The agenda will serve as your disposition for the meeting minutes. Keep the protocol's headings in line with the continuity agenda topics.2. Follow a template from previous minutes takenIf you're new to a whiteboard or
organization and write minutes for the first time, you can ask to see the last few minutes so you can maintain the same format. Typically, the organization name or name of the group that meets at the top: Meeting of the Board of XYZ, with the date on the next line. After the date, include both the time the meeting came to order and the
time the meeting ended. For example:The Board of Directors of Super Company, Inc. Meeting minutes Date: May 20, 2019Time: 10:00 am to 12:30pmThe most groups who meet do so regularly, with set agenda items at each meeting. Some groups include a Next Step header at the end of the minutes that shows projects to follow up and
assign responsibilities. A template from a previous meeting will also help determine whether or not the group records were met and other items specific to your organization's meetings.3. Addressing most boards, the board secretary is the one responsible for taking the meeting. In organizational meetings, minutes taker can be a project
coordinator or assistant to a manager or CEO. She or he should arrive a few minutes before the meeting begins and pass around a attendance sheet with all members' names and contact information. Meeting attendees must check their names and make changes to any changes to the information. This will help as both a backup
document of participants and ensure that the information goes out to the most up-to-date email addresses. All attendees' names should be listed directly below the meeting name and date, under a subheading that says Presenter. Enter the first and last names of all participants, along with title or association, separated by commas or
semicolons. For example:Present: John Doe, President; Jane Smith, Vice President; Jack Williams, secretary If a member of the board could not attend the meeting, quotes his or her name by the phrase: Copied to: There may be other designations in the participants' list. For example, if several of the meeting participants are members of
the staff, while everyone else is volunteers, you may want to write (Staff) after each attendee. As a general rule, participants appear alphabetically by their last names. But in some organizations, it is a best practice to list the board's leadership first. If so, the president or fellow presidents would be listed first, followed by the vice president,
followed by the secretary, and then by the Treasury Secretary. Then all other names of participants will be alphabetically by last name. There are practice to note whether a participant joined the meeting via conference call. This can be specified by typing By phone and listing the participants who called in.4. Naming the
conventionGenerally, the first time anyone speaks in the meeting will include his or her name and often the title. For example, President of the XYZ Board, Roger McGowan, called the meeting on order. The next time Roger McGowan speaks, you can only refer to him as Roger. If there are two Rogers in the meeting, use an initial for their
last name to separate the two: Roger M. called for a vote. Roger T. abstained. 5. What (and what not) to includeDepending on the content of the meeting, it can last from one to several hours. Participants are asked to review and then approve the meeting minutes. Therefore, you don't want the minutes to stretch to a long document.
Capturing everything that people say verbatim is not only unnecessary, but annoying to reviewers. For each point of the case, you finally want to summarize only the relevant points in the discussion along with any decisions made. After the meeting, you can record your notes, make sure to edit any circular or repetitive arguments, and
leave only the relevant points made.6. Maintaining a neutral ToneMinutes is a legal document. They are used to establish the organization's historical record of activity. It is important to maintain a smooth, professional tone. Never put inflammatory language in the protocol, even if the language of the meeting is heated. You want to register
the core of the discussion objectively, which means mentioning the main points covered without assigning blame. For example, the employees addressed board members' questions about the supplier's professionalism. Imagine a lawyer ten years down the road and read the minutes to find evidence of potential wrongdoing. You don't
want an embellishment in the form of a colorful adverb or a quip to shun any account of what happened.7. Record VotesThe primary purpose of minutes is to register any votes a board or organization takes. Solid journaling requires mentioning which participant makes a movement, what the movement says verbatim, and which participant
seconds the movement. For example, Vice President Cindy Jacobsen made a proposal to dedicate 50 percent, or $50,000, of the proceeds from the ZZZ Foundation gift to the CCC scholarship fund. President Roger McGowan put forward the proposal. This vote should also be expressed in neutral language: The board voted unanimously
to amend the charter as follows, or The decision to give $1,000 to the tree planting work went 4-1, with Chairman McGowan opposed. Most boards are trying to get a vote passed unanimously. Sometimes to help the board achieve a more coherent outcome, a board member can refrain from voting: The proposal went 17 to 1 with a
abstention. 8. Pair Down Notes after meeting Following the meeting, read through your notes while you discussions remain fresh in your mind and make any necessary revisions. Then pare the meeting minutes down to their necessities, giving a brief account of the discussion that summarizes arguments made for and against a decision.
People often talk mundane or in idioms, as in: This isn't even in the ballpark or You start to sound like a broken record. While you may be tempted to keep the exact language in the minutes to add color, resist. Additionally, if some presentations are part of the meeting, do not include information from Powerpoint in the minutes. However,
you want to record the main points from the discussion after the presentation.9. Proofreading with CareCheck that you spelled all the names correctly, inserted the correct date for the meeting, and that your minutes are read clearly. Spell out acronyms the first time they are used. Keep in mind that the notes can be reviewed by others for
whom the abbreviations are unknown. Stay consistent in headings, punctuation, and formatting. The minutes should be poles and be professional. 10. Benefit BroadlyOnce approved, email minutes to the entire line - not just the participants - for review. Your minutes will help keep those who were absent apprised by important actions and
decisions. At the beginning of the next meeting, call for approval of the protocol. Note any revisions. Try to figure out the agreed changes in the meeting so that you don't spend a lot of time on revisions. Request a proposal to approve the protocol with the agreed changes. When a participant offers a proposal, request another person in
the meeting to second suggestion. They say, everyone approved. Always ask if there is someone who does not approve. Assuming not, say: The minutes of our last meeting are approved once the agreed changes have been made. 11. File carefullyPage minutes is a legal document, take care when you archive them. Make sure that the
file name of the document matches the file names for previously archived minutes. Sometimes it will be a good idea to review the last few minutes. Know where the minutes are archived! A reminderIn this day and age of high technology, you can ask yourself: Wouldn't it be easier to record the meeting? This depends on the protocols of
the organization, but probably not. Be sure to ask what the rules are in your organization where you take minutes. Keep in mind that the protocol is an overview of what was done at the meeting, not what was said at the meeting. The protocol reflects decisions, not discussions. Despite their name, the minutes are not a minute-by-minute
transcript. Bottom lineBecome an expert minutes-taker requires a sharp ear, a willingness to learn, and some practice, but by following these tips you will soon become proficient. More tips on productive meetingsFeatured photo credit: Christina@wocintechchat.com via unsplash.com unsplash.com
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